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Introduction 

Although Japanese students learn English for at least 6 years, some for 13 years, 

they are far from fluent. Among the four basic English skills, i.e., listening, reading, 

speaking and writing, this paper tries to shed light for improving the students’ writing 

skills.  

In order to explain the differences in thinking between Japanese and English 

speakers’ minds, we take on one of the most fundamental Japanese verbs suru (literal 

English translation do) and analyze how the usages of suru are translated into English, 

and vice versa, i.e., how English verb do is translated into Japanese (for example how 

do the dishes is translated into Japanese) 

Also, we consult various data sources such as COCA corpus (Corpus of 

Contemporary American English). This study shows the correspondence between 

Japanese suru (lit.do) with its English counterparts, and also between English do with 

its Japanese counterparts. 

Through showing the above correspondences, we will try to show some instances on 

the difference between English and Japanese speakers’ way of thinking, and propose a 

better way of teaching English writing to Japanese English learners. 

Semantics of verb do 
As a sentence element, there are principal parts and predicates in principle. In 

English, main parts are sometimes omitted in command statements, idiomatic 

expressions, everyday conversation, etc. Therefore, it can be said that verbs are central 

element. 

“do” is the basic verb that any English learner knows, 

It reminds you 「suru」in Japanese. What does it mean do in the first place? 

Previous study－dictionary (lexical) meaning of do. First check the dictionary 

meaning of the verb do. (1) is an item of making by genius Japanese-English 

dictionary, and (2) is a part of items of Genius English_Japanese. First meaning of do 

as a translation is 1.action 2.play (competition). 

(1) 「suru」 

Fundamentality: do it purpose, fulfill 

①do (action), play (competition) 
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(a)  do (wash) the dishes 

(b)  do the laundry (wash) 

(c)  do one’s homework 

(d)  When he was in senior high school, he played volleyball.   

         (Genius Japanese-English) 

(2) 「 suru」do; ①  Used for work, routine decision, vague behaviors 

  (do one’s work/do the cooking)               (Genius English-Japanese Dictionary,1988) 

(3)「suru」of do is to be focused on the process of action. 

(4)「suru」of make is to be focused on the result. 

When she was doing calculations, she made two mistakes. 

(Genius English-Japanese, 2014) 

As far as I see above, [suru] and do seem to correspond at first glance, but the 

meaning exists for learning nouns and studying even English is the same from when 

taking the word Study as an example. 

[suru] in Japanese is a basic verb that represents an act, and it acts as a verb in 

addition to noun like[study] and [play baseball]. (Matsui, 2003:350) In [benkyoo]＋

[suru] word, it has only the meaning of a noun, it adds to a noun and acts as a verb. 

This point is that Frellesving is also discussed. 

(5)  Verbal Noun(VN)＋suru            

(nihongoo)  benkyoo suru            (nihongo no) benkyoo o suru 

Japanese ACC studying do    Japanese GEN studying ACC do study (Japanese)                    

        (Frellesving, 2013：154)  

Illustrative example. In this research, we collect data actually used, and see the 

correspondence between do and [suru] through the analysis. In this paper, we will deal 

with (1) (2) of differences common to [do the]and [do one’s]in 1.2.1 and then we will 

hammer out in the 1.2.2. 

Comparisons of do the/do one’s. [do] has the meaning of action and Ito (2009) 

says [The concept says that the meaning of do is to mean something is done to the end, 

in the sense that a sort of completeness is used, if it is used as an intransitive word, it 

will be meaningful that it is complete and useful. 

(6) the; used to refer to sb/sth that has already been mentioned or is easily 

understood (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary) 
(7) do the A; (person) deal with A(daily things/process work) 

(a)  do the dishes    ≒wash the dishes 

(b) do the bed        ≒make the bed(s)  

(c) do the flower  ≒arrange the flowers 

         (Wisdom English-Japanese Dictionary, 2013) 
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According to (7) like a typical dairy housekeeping like (7a), (7b), by introducing 

the known topic of the introduction, it means that, [do the A] as was determined by 

everyday life as a routine work. 

Konish (1980) mentions the similar thing that [It means that perform the typical 

act that we can suppose from the subject, an object easily.] and has given examples 

bellow. 

(8) do one’s teeth       do the garden 

do one’s nails      do the laundry 

do one’s face  

do one’s correspondence   do lunches    (Konishi, 1980:426） 

What is more doubtful about (7a) is how the condition is different between 

do the dishes and wash the dishes. 

When using a single verb and what is different on do one’s noun and do the 

noun. 

While do means vague work is done, wash is a verb specializing in the act, 

and it is possible to remember the action clearly. 

Furthermore, it is the and one’s, but in Konishi, it is included up to do 

lunches without article after the, one’s, do. The difference can not be read from 

this description by changing the to one’s. In Genius it writes that the of [do the 

doing] is used instead of One’s, O’s,  some,  much. Also such some, much etc. 

are used for hobbies. 

Therefore do the and do one’s can be said that it is handled in the same way. 

On the other hand, in wisdom the case tidy (body parts), it is a typical way of 

expressing a noun acting as an object, but unlike using a specific verb it is said 

to be a way of taking it as part of habitual and repetitive housework. [do one’s 

teeth/do one’s nail/do one’s hair] are classified but do one’s homework/do one’s 

duty etc. are not applicable. 

To summarize the above considerations, do the A knows that (person) deal 

with A (daily things/process work), do one’s A is up to that perform the typical 

act that we can suppose from the subject, an object easily but it is not a 

classification of housework. Even though [one’s teeth/do one’s nail/do one’s 

face]such as tidy (body parts) and [do one’s homework/do one’s duty] (Genius) 

such as accomplish (duties) are categorized into the same item, further analysis 

is needed on this point as to whether we can think the same way.                                               

do the/do the doing.  Although do the and do the doing mentioned above 

were arranged in the same row in Genius, in 2.2.2, I would like to consider the 

difference. 
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According to Seto (2000), [do the] says that it is to do business such a 

family business, especially by doing daily routine. Among them, working in a 

fixed procedure in the form of recognize it as one syntax, and the object is 

routine work that is regarded as a daily routine and it is a routine work. For 

example, reading is a kind of routine for students so [do the reading] means it is 

necessary for language studies, explaining that reading is different from hobby 

reading. There are more e.g the following bellow: 

(9) washing/talking/cooking/shopping/training/ironing/driving/cleaning/ 

reading                

           (Seto, 2000:279) 

About Ito (2009) states that [do the doing] will be do routine and decided 

things. When this [the] disappears, the nuance of what is decided disappears. A 

daily task is to decide every day like [I take walks as a routine,] (kojien) It is not 

explicitly stated as housework and seems that a classification differs from others 

like [talking/driving/ reading] while there are certainly many housework items. 

The commonality of [talking/driving/reading] is that it is habitually very strongly 

expressed. Therefore, [do the] is a routinely determined task regarded as a daily 

routine, and [do the doing] is sufficiently thought to be a routine performed in 

the procedure. 

Conclusion (Comparison of [do the / do one’s/ do the doing]) 

Therefore, from these results, the conclusion was led from [do the A]; 

(person) deal with A (daily things/process work)、[do one’s A]; perform the 

typical act that we can suppose from the subject, an object easily that 

tidy/arrange (body parts) are often used in the sense of processing things but 

there are also specifications for accomplish (duties), so keep it in this notion, [do 

the doing]; routine, a fixed working schedule, mechanical work, work of the 

fixture to the difference of the three usage. 

[play+competition] / [do+competition] 
In the item of Genius (1), this opinion will consider the second meaning, 

play of [suru]. 

 We will state [plat +competition] in 2.4.1 and [do +competition] in 2.4.2 

and compare with them. 

[play +competition]. Firstly, when I examined using COCA, the result of 

choosing the best 10 out of 100 was as follows. 

(10) 1. play golf 2. play football 3. play basketball 4. Play baseball 5. Play 

tennis 6. play soccer 7. Play hockey 8. Play pool 9. Play softball 10. Play 

volleyball. 
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(11) If we find these common points and gasp the characteristics, the common 

thing is to use balls and tools, while there are many team play, personal 

games exist for golf and billiards, so in summary it is balls and it can be 

said that tools that uses equipment in the competition can be represented by 

[play+competition]. 

[do+competition]. In case of sports like Sumo/Judo/ Kendo / Karate / 

Boxing / wrestling / gymnastics / athletics / aerobics, use [do+competition]. In 

contrast to a previously (Genius) mentioned a common point of personal play 

can be found. I thought about not using tools, but since I used tools for 

gymnastics and Kendo, I came to the conclusion that this prediction does not 

apply to everything. 

Comparisons of play/do. [play golf][play baseball][doSumo][do Judo], in 

Japanese, it is expressed as a noun +[suru], but even if there is a commonality of 

doing the same sports, differences will arise in notations  [play +competition] 

and [ do +competition] when expressing in English. 

In [play+competition], it is clear that balls and equipment to play games, 

competition, playing games,  

[do+competition] revealed that they are used for personal sports using 

nonball tools. 

Future proposal for English education in Japan 
Ideal for communicating in foreign language is what it is important to grasp 

things and think in what form of thinking … (Ministry of education) 

English and Japanese expression methods corresponding to verbs that have 

deep meanings in English, which seem to be interpreted in many ways 

unexpectedly known in English education in Japan. To understand how 

translation is often deepens their understanding, we want to strive to have 

English education in the future to make the correct language interpretation. 
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